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Abstract. This paper attempts to define an emotional model for vir-
tual agents that behave autonomously in social worlds. We adopt shal-
low modeling based on the decomposition of the emotional state in two
qualities: valence (pleasantness or hedonic value) and arousal (bodily
activation) and, also, for the agent personality based on the five factors
model (openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness and neu-
roticism). The proposed model aims to endow agents with a satisfactory
emotional state achieved through the social actions, i.e. the development
of social abilities. Psychology characterizes these social abilities for: us-
ing the language as a tool (verbal and nonverbal communication), being
learned, producing reciprocal reward among the individuals involved in
the communication and for depending on the individual features. We
have implemented our model in the framework of a computer game, AI-
live, to show its validity.

Keywords: autonomous agents, behavior models, emotions and
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1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence, as the branch of computer science that is concerned with
the automation of intelligence behavior, has traditionally been interested in hu-
man behavior and its cognitive capabilities to emulate them or build intelligent
systems. But, very few works have addressed the explicit representation and
reasoning about important characteristics of humans that make them prefer
some decisions over others: their emotion states and behaviors. Humans and
emotions are highly intertwined, as well as the social and emotional behaviors.
Emotions have been studied by different disciplines, such as psychology, neurobi-
ology or philosophy (see [3] for an overview) without having reached a consensus
on the emotional phenomena. However, many AI researchers agree with the func-
tional hypothesis of Fridja [5] that emotions have the adaptive value of serving
a purpose, called the functional view of emotions. Thus, some researchers want
to endow artificial agents with emotions and thence with sociality, giving that
emotions influence and shape the development of sociality as much as sociality
influences and shaped the development of emotions.
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The latter years have witnessed some work in the field like the ones by:
Cañamero discussing the ideas relative to the construction of emotional artifacts
that have to interact in a social world [2]; or Silverman and his collaborators
that focus on challenges to improve the realism of socially intelligent agents and
on the attempt to reflect the state of the art in human behavior modeling [9].
And also, there are several interesting applications employing animated agents
to enhance their effectiveness as tutors, sales persons, or actors, among other
roles, pointed out in [8].

This poses the need of designing and implementing emotional models for social
interactions between artifacts, interacting with both, humans and other artifacts.
The ability to provide formal approaches to emotions is a key aspect of current
and future applications, that range from assistive technology, intelligent user in-
terfaces, educational tools, automatic generation of scripts for films or tv shows,
or games. This paper attempts to define such a social and emotional model. We
have implemented it in the framework of a computer game to show its validity.
The computer game is AI-live [4], that is oriented towards the intensive use
of AI controlled Bots. The game borrows the idea from the popular The sims,
where the player creates individual characters (units) that have significant au-
tonomy, with their own drives, goals, and strategies for satisfying those goals,
but where the human player can come in and stir things up by managing both
the individual characters and their environment. Since our goal is to develop
autonomous AI-driven for this kind of games, currently AI-live only has auto-
mated players. The emotional model we propose here is based on the assumption
that any emotional state can be decomposed into two qualities: valence (pleas-
antness or hedonic value) and arousal (bodily activation), borrowing the idea
from [1]. We prefer implementing such a shallow model, rather than a deep one
as in [7]. We also adopt shallow modeling for the agent personality based on the
five factors model (openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness and
neuroticism) [6].

The proposed model aims to endow agents with a satisfactory emotional state
achieved through social actions, i.e. the development of social abilities. In a first
approach, the basic components of a model that complies with this idea will
be: i) the agent psyche model that comprises agent’s personality (the five
factors), emotional state (valence and arousal) and social state (age, gender
and place in the social hierarchy), ii) the social model for defining how every
agent relates to the rest of agents and iii) the emotional engine that allows
agents achieve satisfactory emotional states through communicative actions. In
our design every personal relation is unidirectional and it involves only two
actors (source and destination). This social link between agents is featured by
an emotional state, being this state different from the actor’s emotional state,
but always under its influence; a kind of social relationship, can be based on
age, blood or social status; the strength of the relationship, the stronger is the
relation between two agents the more it will be affected by changes in the actors
emotions and the start time for locating the beginning of the relationship. All
these components are represented with numeric variables. The emotional engine
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defines how these relationships and emotions evolve over time. It consists of a
set of formulae that compute the variation on the numeric variables involved
in the model. In this paper, emotions as well as relations can only evolve by
performing communicative actions, as talking or shouting. So far, we have
only implemented the action tellLikeness where actors talk about their likeness
of an specific object.

The remainder of the paper shows the empirical results that validate the model
and the conclusions derived from the work, together with future research lines.

2 Experiments and Results

The experiments aim to assess the emotional model through the communicative
action tellLikeness where an actor tells another his/her likeness of a particular
object, LSO, defined by a valence and arousal values. All the experiments were
performed running the AI-live system [4] with two rule-based AI clients: the
sender (As), is the actor who talks and the receiver (Ar), the actor who listens. We
let As fulfils a certain amount of tellLikeness actions (20), always talking about
the likeness of the same object, and we let Ar only listen to him/her (we ignore Ar
actions when s/he gets the turn). When As tells his likeness to Ar we observe the
following: i) As changes slightly the values valence and arousal of LSO transmit-
ted to Ar, depending on his/her emotional state and his/her personality. ii) Ar
also changes the values Lt

SO received from As, depending on his/her personality.
iii) The relationship between Ar and As, R, changes its parameters strength,
valence and arousal depending on the likeness difference, Lt

SO −LRO, and on
the social distance between both agents. iv) Ar changes his/her emotional state
depending on the relationship changes above. And finally, Ar can change his/her
likeness LRO depending on the new strength.

The independent variables in all the experiments were: 1. Agents (As and Ar)
personality: (agreeableness, conscientiousness,extroversion,openness,
neuroticism) all with values between 0 and 1. We used three kinds of actors ac-
cording with their personality: positive extreme (1, 1, 1, 1, 0); negative extreme
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1); and, neutral (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5). 2. Agents emotional state:
(valence, arousal) (values between -1 and +1). We used three emotional states:
positive extreme (1, 1), negative extreme (-1, -1), and neutral (0, 0). 3. The rela-
tionship between Ar and As, R: kind, can be based on age, blood or social status,
though we used age in the experiments; strength (values between 0, if they are
stranger, and 1); valence and arousal to represent the emotions that Ar arouse
to As and startTime, we used 0. 4. Agents social role: age (values between 0 and
100), though we used 20 in the experiments; sex (0 male or 1 female), we only
used male in the experiments; and social status (values between 0 and 100), we
used 5. 5. As likeness of the object O, LSO. 6. Ar likeness of the object O.

And we measured the transmitted likeness, as well as the variation on the
strength of the relationship between the actors. Figure 1 shows the results of
some of the experiments. We only plot the most significant ones. For example, the
first graph reflects how As personality and his/her emotional state influence the
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communication. Normally, when an actor express his/her likeness of an object,
the user never says the exact value of the valence and arousal, but changes
them slightly. The closer his/her personality and his/her emotional state are to
the positive extremes, the more he strengthens his/her likes. Something similar
happens when Ar listens the likeness As is telling to him/her. Depending on
his/her personality, s/he receives slight variations on the values of the valence
and arousal transmitted by As. This variation only depends on the personality
and emotional state of As but we have introduced a random value (between
0.5 and 1.3) that multiplies As emotional state and hence when As.x = 0 the
likeness transmitted is always the same: 1.01 when As personality is the positive
extreme, 0.97 when is neutral and 0.94 when is the negative extreme. The As
likeness to the object is fixed to 1 in all the cases.
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Fig. 1. Results for the tellLikeness action

The other graph reflects how the strength of the relationships changes depend-
ing on the initial affinity for the object. Initially, R.strength = 0.1, R.valence =
0, R.arousal = 0 and the personality and emotional state of As are fixed to
the positive extreme for all the experiments. We varied Ar personality from the
positive extreme (Personality+), neutral (Personality0) and negative extreme
(Personality–) and the As and Ar likeness of the object. For example, likeness++
means that the likeness emotions of both agents are the positive extreme, like-
ness+0 means that As likeness is the positive extreme and Ar likeness is neutral
and likeness– means that both agents’ likeness are the negative extreme. If the
likeness for the object is similar for both agents, each communicative action
strengthens the relationship. On the contrary, the strength decreases when their
likeness are different, being the change proportional to the likeness unsimilarity,
so the likeness+- graphs get lower strength values than the likeness+0 ones. The
variations of Ar emotional state and likeness are proportional to this strength
variation and we do not plot them for space reasons.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes an emotional and social model for obtaining believable
emergent behaviors in autonomous agents. The initial hypothesis is that any
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agent can affect any other agent emotions by performing a communicative ac-
tion as talking. A communicative action involves two agents and depends on the
agents personality, their emotional states and the relationship between them.
Therefore, the model must include a representation for all these objects, an im-
plementation of the communicative actions and an emotional engine for evolving
agents emotions. The emotional engine consists of a set of formulae that compute
the variation on the numeric variables involved in the model. There are quite a
few parameters that we have tuned experimentally. We have implemented all of
this in the framework of a computer game inspired in the commercial game the
sims where each sim is an autonomous agent implemented with an AI technique.
We have performed some experiments where an agent tells another its likeness
about the same object and we have measured the variation of the emotions and
relationship variables. The results show that the emotional engine evolves them
in a coherent way.

In the future, we would like to augment the communication to include actions
as gossip or shouting. Also, we would like to add actions where the agent not only
communicates emotions but ideas and thoughts, as well. Furthermore, it would
be interesting to generalize the emotional model to affect the whole decision
making process of the agents.
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